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Abstract At present any catalogues of Franz Liszt's compositions refer that the only one version of his "Ave

Maris Stella" for one voice and keyboard (harmonium) was composed in 1868 and was published
in 1868 by Repos and in 1872 by Kahnt. The present known version was published both in 1936
and 1987. Both editions was edited on the basis of an autograph in The Goetheund Schiller-Archiv
with shelf mark "GSA 60/C19". Lately the author found the existence of another version of Liszt's
"Ave Maris Stella" for one voice and keyboard (piano or harmonium), whose copy manuscript is
today preserved in The National Library in Paris with "Ms. 177", and whose printed copies are
preserved both in the same library with "D. 7075(7)" and The Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum in
Budapest with "LH 3576/ 1-6". This version is clearly different from the one published both in 1936
and 1987. As a result in "Ave Maris Stella" for one voice and keyboard, now there are two
versions. The first version is "Ms. 177", "D. 7075(7)" and "LH 3576". The second is "GSA 60/C19"
and the one published both in 1936 and 1987. The former was composed in 1868 and published in
1868 by Repos and surely in 1871 by Kahnt, the latter was written probably before 1882.
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